T O Y O U R H E A LT H

ave you ever wished your smile was
brighter, straighter, or generally
appeared healthier? Whatever your
concerns, contemporary cosmetic
dentistry has a solution for you.
Healthy smiles are receiving a lot
of attention in today’s world. Why
has an attractive smile become
increasingly important in interpersonal relationships? As human
beings, we are focused on the visual
perspective of beauty simply because
beauty arouses within us feelings of
happiness, warmth, security, and
trust. And, a beautiful smile is a powerful thing. In fact, 92% of Americans
believe that a beautiful smile is an
important social asset while 74%
believe that an unattractive smile can
hurt an individual’s career success.
A healthy, good-looking smile
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A healthy smile
always increases your
face value!
BY LISA MARIE SAMAHA, DDS, FAGD, PC

is relevant to your life. Your smile
serves as a means of introducing
yourself. In business, as well as in
social interactions, your smile IS
your introduction. Clearly, a bright,
beautiful smile says so much about
you. A good-looking, healthy smile
is perhaps one of the most poignant
outward expressions of a health-conscious, vibrant individual who is
attentive to detail and concerned
about creating a lasting, positive
impression. Additionally, a healthy
smile reveals a healthy attitude
about oneself.
Individuals are waking up to the

realization that being dentally
healthy and attractive not only
affects how we feel about ourselves,
it reflects much of how we feel about
ourselves. Does your smile reflect the
competent, warm, approachable,
and self-assured “you”? Go to the
mirror right now. Does your smile
make you smile? If not, a youthful,
healthy smile can be yours.
The dentist experienced in providing a wide variety of aesthetic
dental treatments has the opportunity to witness subtle and dramatic
transformations in patients of all
ages, both visually and emotionally.

In the world of cosmetic dentistry,
we have found that enhancements
to smiles can change lives.
If you have ever imagined a
brighter, more beautiful smile for
yourself, call your personal dental
professional and ask questions. The
materials and techniques in today’s
world of dentistry allow stunning,
yet conservative options for achieving a healthy, winning smile.
A youthful, attractive, and memorable smile can be yours. Remember,
a healthy smile always increases your
face value! OP

Dr. Lisa Marie Samaha, Port Warwick
Dental Arts, may be contacted at
samahadds@portwarwickdentalarts.com,
by phone: 223-9270 or fax: 223-9264.
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